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Chapterr  6 

Self-Testingg of Quantum Gates 

Thiss chapter  concerns the problem how to test the behavior  of a quantum gate. If 
wee think that we have a Hadamard gate H, how can we be sure that H behaves 
indeedd correctly on all possible input qubits a|0) + /3|1)? How can we test this 
withoutt  having to rely on other  quantum mechanical components that can be 
equallyy unreliable? These questions concern the self-testability of quantum gates. 

Wee show how some gates or  families of gates are self-testable whereas others 
aree not. These self-testing procedures are also '*robust" . By this we mean that the 
errorr  during the test-procedure and the error  of the gate are proportional : If we 
detectt  a small error  during the testing-procedure, then this will always correspond 
too a small error  in thee gate. The method is also extended to two-qubit gates. 

6.11 Introductio n 

Wee consider the design of self-testers for quantum gates. A self-tester for the gates 
FF i,..., Fm is a classical procedure that, given any gates G\,..., Gm, decides with 
highh probability if each G, is close to F*. This decision has to rely only on measuring 
inn the computational basis the effect of iterating the gates on the classical states. It 
turnss out that instead of individual gates, we can only design procedures for families 
off  gates. To achieve our goal we borroww some elegant ideas of the theory of program 
testing:: we characterize the gate families by specific properties, we develop a theory 
off  robustness for them, and show that they lead to self-testers. In particular we prove 
thatt the universal and fault-tolerant set of gates consisting of a Hadamard gate, a CNot 
gate,, and a phase rotation gate of angle \ is self-testable. 

Thee idea of self-testing in quantum devices is implicit in the work of Adleman, De-
man-aiss and Huang[l]. They have developed a procedure by which a quantum Turing 
machinee is able to estimate its internal angle by its own means under the hypothesis that 
thee machine is unitary. In the context of quantum cryptography Mayers and Yao[71] 
havee designed tests for deciding if a photon source is perfect. These tests guarantee that 
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50 0 ChapterChapter 6. Self-Te sting of Quantum Gates 

iff  source passes them then it is adequate for the security of the Bennett-Brassard[20] 
quantumm key distribution protocol. 

Heree we develop the theory of self-testing of quantum gates by classical proce-
dures.. Given a completely positive super operator (CPSO) G for n qubits, and a fam-
ilyy T of unitary CPSOs, we would like to decide if G belongs to JF. Intuitively, a 
self-testerr is a procedure that answers the question "G £ ƒ" ?" by interacting with 
thee CPSO G in a purely classical way. More precisely, it will be a probabilistic al-
gorithmm that is able to access G as a black box in the following sense: it can prepare 
thee classical states w G {0,1}" , iterate G on these states, and afterwards, measure in 
thee computational basis. The access must be seen as a whole, performed by a spe-
cific,, experimental oracle for G: once the basis state w and the number of iterations k 
havee been specified, the program in one step gets back one of the possible probabilistic 
outcomess of measuring the state of the system after G is iterated fc-times on w. The 
intermediatee quantum states of this process cannot be used by the program, which can-
nott perform any other quantum operations either. For 0 < 8X < d>2, such an algorithm 
wil ll  be a (5U 62)-tester for T if for every CPSO G, whenever the distance of G and 
TT is at most Si (in some norm), it accepts with high probability, and whenever the 
samee distance is greater than S2, it rejects with high probability, where the probability 
iss taken over the measurements performed by the oracle and by the internal coin tosses 
off  the algorithm. Finally we will say that T is testable if for every S2 > 0, there exists 
00 < 6i < S2 such that there exists a (Si, <52)-tester for 7. These definitions can be 
extendedd to several classes of CPSOs. 

Thee study of self-testing programs is a well-established research area which was 
initiatedd by the work of Blum, Luby and Rubinfeld[24], Rubinfeld[79], Lipton[69] and 
Gemmell  et al. [47]. The purpose of a self-tester for a function family is to detect by 
simplee means if a program which is accessible as an oracle computes a specific function 
fromm the given family. This clearly inspired the definition of our self-testers which have 
thee peculiarity that they should test quantum objects that they can access only in some 
restrictedd manner. The analogy with self-testing does not stop with the definition. One 
off  the main tools in self-testing of function families is the characterization of these 
familiess by robust properties. Informally, a property is robust if whenever a function 
satisfiess the property approximately, then it is close to a function which satisfies it 
exactly.. The concept of robustness was introduced and its implication for self-testing 
wass first studied by Rubinfeld and Sudan[81] and by Rubinfeld[80]. It will play a 
cruciall  role in our case as well. 

Wee note in the Preliminaries that for any real <f>  the states |1) and e ^ l) are ex-
perimentallyy indistinguishable. This implies that if both the input states and the mea-
surementt basis vectors are the classical states |0) and |1), then there are 'families' of 
CPSOss which are mutually indistinguishable. For example, let the CPSO H be the 
well-knownn Hadamard gate with 

| 0 ) - ^ ( | 0)) + |1» and | l > - > i ( | 0 ) - | l », 
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andd let H^ be the same gate expressed in the basis (|0), e'*|l}) , hence 

| 0 ) - ^ ( | 0 ) + e ^ | l»» and |1> -> ^ ( e " » - |1», 

forr 0 € [0,2x). Any experiment that uses H and starts with the state |0) or |1) will 
producee the outcomes "0" and "1" with the same probabilities as the same experiment 
withh the H0 gate. Thus, no experiment that uses this quantum gate alone can distin-
guishh H from H^. Indeed, as stated later in Fact 15, we will have to consider a testable 
'family'' T = { H ^ € [0, 2TT)} containing all H  ̂ gates. 

Thee main result is Theorem 15 which states that for several sets of unitary CPSOs, 
inn particular, the Hadamard gates family, Hadamard gates together with CNot gates, 
andd Hadamard gates with CNot and phase rotation gates of angle  are testable. 
Thiss last family is of particular importance since every triplet in the family forms a 
universall  and fault-tolerant set of gates for quantum computation[26]. 

Forr the proof we will define the notion of experimental equations which are func-
tionall  equations for CPSOs corresponding to the properties of the quantum gate that 
aa self-tester can approximately test. These tests are done via the interaction with the 
experimentall  oracle. The proof itself contains three parts. In Theorems 10, 11, and 12 
wee will exhibit experimental equations for the families of unitary CPSOs we want to 
characterize.. In Theorem 13 we will show that actually all experimental equations are 
robust;; in fact, the distance of a CPSO from the target family is polynomially related to 
thee error tolerated in the experimental equations. Finally Theorem 14 gives self-testers 
forr CPSO families which are characterized by a finite set of robust experimental equa-
tions. . 

Inn some cases, we are able to calculate explicitly the polynomial bound in the 
robustnesss of experimental equations. Such a result will be illustrated in Lemma 14 
forr the equations characterizing the Hadamard family {H^} . 

Technically,, these results will be based on the representation of one-qubit states and 
CPSOss in R3, where they are respectively vectors in me unit ball of R3, and particular 
affinee transformations. This correspondence is known as the Bloch Ball representation. 

6.22 The Bloch Ball representation 

Specificc for the one-qubit case there is a very appealing way of describing both the 
statess and its unitary transformations in 3 dimensional Euclidean space, known as the 
Blochh ball picture. This representation relies on the isomorphism between the group 
U(2)/U(l)) and the special rotation group SO(3), the set of 3 x 3 orthogonal matrices 
withh determinant 1. This allows us to view one-qubit states as vectors in the unit ball 
off  R3, and unitary superoperators as rotations on R3. We will now describe exactly this 
correspondence. . 

Thee Bloch Ball B (respectively Bloch Sphere S) is the ball (sphere) with radius 1 
off  the Euclidean affine space R3. Any point u e R3 determines a vector with the same 
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coordinatess which we will also denote by u. The inner product of u and v will be 
denotedd by (Ü, v), and the Euclidean norm of ü by ||w||. 

Usingg spherical coordinates, we can characterize each point Ü G M3 by its norm 
rr > 0, its latitude 9 G [0, TT], and its longitude </> G [0,27r). The latitude is the angle 
betweenn the z-axis and the vector ü, and the longitude iss the angle between the x-axis 
andd the orthogonal projection of Ü in the plane defined by z = 0. If u = {x, y, z)T, 
thenn these parameters satisfy x = r sin 9 cos <f>,  y — r sin 9 sin <j>  and z — r cos 6>. For 
everyy (x, y, z)T e B c M3 there exists a unique density matrix such that 

11 + z x — \y 
xx + \y 1 — z 

Thiss mapping is a bijection that also obeys 

p{p,p{p,aa)) = 

Inn this formalism, the pure states are nicely characterized in B by their norm. 

Factt 9 A density matrix p represents a pure state if and only ifp € S, that is, \\p\\ = 1. 

Also,, if 9 € [0, it]  and 4> € [0, 2TT) are respectively the latitude and the longitude of 
00 G S, then the corresponding density matrix represents a pure state and satisfies 
\ip)\ip) = cos(|)|0) +sin(|)e"?!,Jl). Observe that the pure states \ip) and \<f>)  are orthogonal 
iff  and only if i/> — — 0. We will use the following notation for the six pure states along 
thee x, y and z axes: | £) = ^ ( |0)  |1», K?) = ^ ( |0)  i | l», |C+) = |0>, and 
\C,~)\C,~) = |1), with the respective coordinates , (0, ) and (0,0, ) in E3. 

Forr each CPSO G, there exists a unique affine transformation G over R3, which 
mapss the ball B into B and is such that, for all density matrices p, G(p) — G(p). 
Unitaryy superoperators have a nice characterization in B. 

Factt  10 The map between U(2)/U(l) and SO(3) that sends A to A, is an isomor-
phism. phism. 

Forr a G (-7T, TT], 9 G [0, %}, and 0 G [0,2n), we will define the unitary transformation 
Ra^overWjj.. If |̂ > = cos(f)|0)+ei^sin(f)|l)and^ > = sin(§)|0)-ei0cos(§)|l) 
thenn by definition RQ)^|^) = \ip) and Ra.ö^l^1) = e'"!^1). If A is a unitary super-
operatorr then we have A = RQ,ê  for some a, 0, and 0. In M3 the transformation 
R-Q,0,00 is the rotation of angle a whose axis cuts the sphere S in the opposite points tp 
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andd -ip = V?1. Note that for 9 = 0 the CPSO RQ,o,<& does not depend on <f>.  We will 
denotee this phase rotation by RQ. 

Thee affine transformation in B which corresponds to the Von Neumann measure-
mentt in the computational basis is the orthogonal projection to the z-axis. Therefore 
itt maps p = (x, */, z) into (0,0, z), the point which corresponds to the density matrix 
^ |0 ) {0|| + ^ | 1 ) { 1 |. Thus ProbV] = . 

6.33 Norm and Distance 
Considerr the space o f n x n dimensional, complex valued matrices. We define the 
tracetrace norm for this space as follows. 

Definitionn 13 (Trace norm) Let A E Mn(C) be a complex valued matrix, the trace 
normnorm is defined by 

\A\\\A\\trtr := t r (v^T^) 

wherewhere A* is the conjugate transpose of A and cri, cr2,... are the singular values of A. 
(See(See the appendix of thesis or [54] for more information on these terms.) 

Definitionn 14 (Euclidean norm) For A e Afn(C) a complex valued matrix, its Eu-
clideann norm is define by 

== $>?, (6-2) 
i= l l 

withwith &i  the singular values of the matrix A. 

Bothh norms are matrix norms because they obey the following properties (see Chapter 5 
inn [54] for much more on this topic): 

1.. nonnegative: \\A\\ > 0 

2.. positive: \\A\\ — 0 if and only if A = 0 

3.. homogeneous: \\aA\\ = \a\  \\A\\ for all a e C 

4.. triangle inequality: ||A + B|| < \\A\\ + \\B\\ 
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5.. submultiplicative: \\AB\\ < \\A\\  \\B\\. 

Inn addition, for the tensor product between two matrices, we also have the equality 

 \\A®B\\ = \\A\\-\\B\\. 

AA very useful relation between the trace and the Euclidean norm is easily established 
byy the inequalities y/Yli °f - Y,i °i ^ V^y/J^i °f  w ' t n t ne summation over the n 
singularr values. We thus have 

Mll22 < WL Z v^ll^l|2 (6.3) 

foralMGG M„(C) . 
Thee trace norm has several advantages when we consider the difference between 

twoo quantum states p\ and p2. Given a measurement setting V — {Pi}  (with the nor-
malizationn restriction ^PfPi = I), a density matrix p induces a probability distribu-
tionn Prob(Pj \p) over the different projectors P  ̂ It can be shown that in this setting, the 
tracee norm of the difference p\ — p2 is the maximal total variation distance between 
thee two states: 

||pii  - p2|itr = m a x l ^ |Prob(> = P?) - Prob("p2 = P,")| ), 

wheree the maximization is taken over all measurement settings V. This result suggests 
thatt the expression ||pi — >o211 tr is a natural way of measuring the difference between 
thee two states p\ and p2. The following Fact strengthens this belief. 

Factt  11 The trace-norm distance between two qubit states pi and p2 is identical to the 
EuclideanEuclidean distance between p~l and p~2 in the Bloch ball representation: 

IIPi-pa|ltrr = Wpï-PÏh-

ForFor the density matrices p(p, a) and p(q, 0) this value is explicitly expressed by 

||p(p,ö)-p(<7,/?)||trr = 2y/{p-q)* + \a-0\*. 

6.44 Norms on Superoperators 

Definitionn 15 (Trace Induced Superoperator  Norm) For superoperators, the norm 
inducedinduced by the trace norm is defined as 

|G||trr  := maJ«A trr x?o { \\X\\tT ) 
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Wee will denote by disttr the natural induced distance by the norm |  |t r : 

distt r(F,G)) := | F - G l t r 

{\\F(X)-G(X)\\{\\F(X)-G(X)\\tI tI 
== m a x < ^ — "  \. 

II  llAllt r ) 

Ass 1  |t r is a norm, the usual properties like | F + G||tr < | F |t r + | G |t r and 

§aJF|t rr — | a | | F |t r hold. Furthermore, we also have for every power k € N: 

distdisttTtT(F(Fkk,G,Gkk)) < fc-disttr(F,G), 

whichh we will use later in this chapter. 

6.55 Properties of CPSOs 

Heree we will establish the properties of CPSOs that we will need for the characteriza-
tionn of our CPSO families. 

Factt  12 (Monotonicity of the trace-norm distance [82]) Let Gbea completely pos-
itive,itive, trace preserving transformation (a CPSO). The trace-norm distance between two 
statesstates is non-increasing under the action ofG: 

| |G(P l) -G(p2) | |t rr < | |A -P2 | |t r , 

forfor all quantum states p\ and p2. 

Proof::  First we rewrite the Hermitian difference matrix px —p2 according to its spectral 
decompositionn p\ — p2 = Ai^i — A2f72

 wi* h Ai,A2 > 0, and o\ and o2 two unit 
trace,, Hermitian matrices that obey <JI<72 = 0. Because the trace of the matrix (pi — 
pp22)) is zero and ||CTI — o"2||tr = 2, we have Ai = A2 = ^||pi — p2||t r. We conclude 
thee proof by using the triangle inequality and the homogeneity of the norm || - ||tr, in 
combinationn with the requirement that the G is a completely positive, trace preserving 
linearr superoperator: 

\\G{\\G{PlPl-p-p22)\\)\\uu = ||G?(AL<r1-h(-A1V2)||tr 
<< A^HGWI L + Ax-IIG^ L 
== ||Pl-P2lL-

D D 

Definitionn 16 (Constant transformation) A transformation is constant if it maps all 
statesstates to the same output state. 

Factt  13 If the mixture pp\+(I-p)p2 (with the non-degenerate probability0 < p < I) 
isis a pure state <p, then both px and p2 are identical to tp as well. 
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Lemmaa 11 If a CPSO G : M„(C) -> Mm(C) maps tfie totaily mixed state £ I„  to a 
purepure state <pt then G is constant. 

Proof::  Take an n-dimensional state p. The density matrix p' = ^In ~\p wiU repre-
sentt a proper state, and by linearity we know that ^G(p) + ~^G(p') = G(^ln) = 
\ip)(<p\.\ip)(<p\. This is only possible if G(p) — \<p)(<p\ (in combination with G{p') — j^){^|) . 

D D 

Lemmaa 12 Let G be a quantum mechanical transformation of a single qubit, and let 
pbeapbea qubit state. IfG is not constant and G(p) is a pure state, then p has to be a pure 
state. state. 

Proof::  Let p be a mixed qubit and G{p) a pure state (p. We can decompose p always 
ass A|^)(V| + (1 - A)|V>-L)<V-L|. with \ < A < 1 and \ip) orthogonal to j ^ x ) . By 
linearity,, it follows that G(p) = (2A - l)G(ip) + (2 - 2) equals the pure state 
yj.. Because 0 < 2A — 1 < 1 and 0 < 2 — 2A < 1, we can conclude that G maps 
thee total mixture \\2 to the pure state. By the previous lemma this implies that G is 
constant.. D 

Thee space of 2n x 2n matrices has dimension 4n, hence every n qubit CPSO is 
uniquelyy defined by the images of 4n independent states. However, the following 
lemmaa shows that for unitary transformations it is sometimes sufficient to know only 
3nn images. 

Lemmaa 13 Let pi, p2> and p3 be three distinct qubit density matrices representing pure 
states,states, such that there is a convex combination Aipi + A2p2 + A3P3 that represents the 
totallytotally mixed qubit \l2.IfG is a CPSO for n qubits that acts as the identity on the set 
{P11P2,{P11P2, 3̂}®"» then G is the identity mapping I2n. 

Proof::  Let P be the set of convex combinations of the three density matrices: P = 
{A1P11 4- A2P2 + A3p3| Ai + A2 + A3 — 1; Ai, A2, A3 6 [0,1]}. To simplify the discussion, 
wee suppose without loss of generality that P contains the states C,f and (^. By linearity 
off  G, we know that it acts as the identity on all the states Q\ ®  ® gn as long as &  e P 
forr all 1 < i < n. It will be sufficient to show that G is the identity on density matrices 
representingg non-entangled pure states, since they form a basis for all density matrices. 

Forr every k, let Ak be the set of density matrices representing fc-qubit non-entangled 
puree states, and let J5„_fe = {C,fXf}®n~k- We will show by induction on A; that, for 
everyy 0 < k < n, the CPSO G acts as the identity on Ak ® Bn_k. The case k = 0 
followss by the hypothesis of the lemma. 

Supposee the statement is true for some k. Fix a <E Ak and r € Bn_fc_!. For every 
one-qubitt density matrix p let p denote the n-qubit density matrix a ® p<g>T. 

Wee now prove that G(p) = p, for every p € A^. For this, we use the fact that the 
densityy matrix ty+ representing the entangled EPR state 4=(|00) +111)), can be written 
inn terms of tensor products of the C states: 

*++ = | (C®c + c ® c + Cz+®C + c;®c-cIr®cIr-cy"®cw")-

file:///l2.IfG
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Thiss can be generalized for the pure state |#+) = ^(|Ö)|Ö) + |ï)|ï)): 

Iff  we apply the superoperator I2« ® G to the state V+ we get: 

( l2-®G)(* +)) = +U£®£ + Q®Q) 

-è(Cy
+®G(C,+)) + C ® G ( C ) ) -

Iff  |v?) and l^1) are orthogonal n-qubit pure states, then let $ . , = -^(Iv7)!^1) — 

l^-1)!^)).. Since <ï>_
 x is orthogonal to all symmetric 2n-qubit pure states of the form 

if)if)  <S> ip, by projecting (I2n ® G)(* +) to <£>_  we obtain: 

{^I(l2-®G)(* +)|*^ >> = - i ( ^ IC®c(C) |^ > 

-5<*^iêr® G(c»")i^> --
Sincee G is a completely positive, the left-hand side of this equality has to be non-
negativee and in the right-hand side both terms are non-positive. Therefore, for every 
orthogonall  n-qubit pure states \<p) and |<£x), we get 

AA straightforward calculation then shows that G(Cjf) = Cjf  Therefore G acts as 
thee identity on density matrices C,f, (+ and (+, which generate all density matrices, 
andd thus G{p) = p. D 

Wee also use the property mat for CPSOs unitarity and invertibility are equivalent. 

Factt  14 Let G be a CPSO for n qubits. If there exists a CPSO F for n qubits such 
thatthat F oG is the identity mapping, then G is a unitary superoperator. 

Proof::  See, for example, Chapter 3.8 in [78]. D 

6.66 Characterization of CPSO Families 

Inn this section, every CPSO will be for one qubit. First we define the notion of experi-
mentall  equations, and then we show that several important CPSO families are charac-
terizablee by them. 

Definitionn 17 (Experimental equation) An experimental equation in one CPSO vari-
able,able, is an equation of the form 

Prob°[Gfc(|&){&|) ]]  = r, (6.4) 

wherewhere k is a nonnegative integer, b e {0,1} , and 0 < r < 1. 
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Wee will call the left-hand side of the equation the probability term, and the right-hand 
sidee the constant term. The size of this equation is k. A CPSO G will "almost" satisfy 
thee equations if, for example, it is the result of adding small systematic and random 
errorss (independent of time) to a CPSO that does. For E > 0, the CPSO G e-satisfies 
Equationn 6.4 if |Prob°[Gfc(|ö){è|)] — r\ < e, and when e ^ O we will just say that 
GG satisfies Equation 6.4. Let {E} be a finite set of experimental equations. If G e-
satisfiess all equations in {E} we say that G ^-satisfies {E}. If some G satisfies {E} 
thenn {E} is satisfiable. The set {G : G satisfies }  will be denoted by F{E}- A 
familyy T of CPSOs is characterizable if it is F{E} for some finite set {E} of experi-
mentall  equations. In this case we say that {E} characterizes T. 

Alll  these definitions generalize naturally for m-tuples of CPSOs for m > 2. In 
whatt follows we will need only the case m = 2. An experimental equation in two 
CPSOO variables is an equation of the form 

Piob°[FPiob°[FklkloGoGhho---oFo---oFktktoGoGltlt(\b)(b\)}(\b)(b\)} = r, 

wheree ki,..., kt, h,..., lt are nonnegative integers, b e {0,1} , and 0 < r < 1. 
Wee discuss now the existence of finite sets of experimental equations in one vari-

ablee that characterize unitary superoperators, that is, the operators Raje,4>, for a e 
(—7T,, 7r], 0 E [0, f] , and <f>  e [0,27r). First observe that due to the restrictions of exper-
imentall  equations, there are unitary superoperators that they cannot distinguish. 

Factt  15 Let a e [0, TT], 6 € [0, f ], and fa, fa e [0, 2TT) such that fa ^ fa. Let {E} be 
aa finite set of experimental equations in m variables. If 

(Ro,^,,, G2,.. , Gm) satisfies {E} 

thenthen there exist G'2,..., G'm and G"2, ..., G"m such that 

{R-{R-aMlaMl,, G'2,..., G'J and {RaM2, G'2\ ..., G'^) both satisfy {E}. 

Inn the Bloch Ball formalism this corresponds to the following degrees of freedom in the 
choicee of the orthonormal basis of R3. Since experimental equations contain exactly 
thee states |0)(0| and |1){1| there is no freedom in the choice of the 2-axis, but there 
iss complete freedom in the choice of the x and y axes. The indistinguishability of the 
latitudee 4> corresponds to the freedom of choosing the oriented x-axis, and the indistin-
guishabilityy of the sign of a corresponds to the freedom of choosing the orientation of 
thee y-axis. 

Wee introduce the following notations. Let TZate denote the superoperator family 
 £ [0, 2TT)}. For <t>  e [0,27r), let the Not̂  transformation be defined by 

Not0|O)) = e'^jl) and Not^e^Jl)) = |0), and recall that the Hadamard transformation 
H^^ obeys H*|0) = ^ ( |0) + e ^ l» and H^e^ l )) = ^ ( |0) - e^|l)). Observe that 
H^^ = RKZJ and Not*  = R ^ , for 0 e [0,2TT). Finally, let {H^ }  = {HJ0 e 
[0,2TT)},, and {Not 0}  = {Not0|<J'e [0,2TT)}. 
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Sincee the sign of a cannot be determined, we will assume that a is in the interval 
[0,7r].. We will also consider only unitary superoperators such that ^ is rational. This 
choicee is good enough since these superoperators form a dense subset of all unitary 
superoperators.. For such a unitary superoperator, let na be the smallest positive integer 
nn for which na = 0 mod 2-K. Then either nQ = 1, or na > 2 and there exists t > 1 
whichh is coprime with na such that a = (^-)2n. Observe that the case na = 1 
correspondss to the identity superoperator. 

Ourr first theorem shows that almost all families Tlaye are characterizable by some 
finitee set of experimental equations. In particular {H^ }  is characterizable. 

Theoremm 10 Let (a,0) E (0,TT] X (0, f]\{(7r , f) }  be such that * is rational. Let 
zzkk(a,(a, 9) = cos2 9 + sin2 9 cos(fca). Then the following experimental equations charac-
terizeterize TZaj: 

Prob°[G^(|l}{l|) ]]  = 0 and Prob°[Gfc(|0)(0|)] =  + k(a,9), 

forkfork E { l , . . . , n a} . 

Proof::  First observe that every CPSO in 7la o satisfies the equations of the theorem 
77 > 

sincee the 2-coordinate of R.Q>0,<fr(|0}{0|) is zk(a, 9) for every 4> E [0, 2-K). Let G be a 
CPSOO that satisfies these equations. We will prove that G is a unitary superoperator. 
Then,, Fact 16 implies that G E 7 â,e. 

Sincee zx(a,9) , we know G(|0)<0|) £ {|0)(0|,|1)(1|}. Observing that 
G"a(|0>(0|)) = |0)(0|, Lemma 12 implies that G(|0){0|) is a pure state. Thus |0)(0|, 
|1){1|,, and G(|0)(0|) are distinct pure states, and since GUa acts as the identity on 
them,, by Lemma 13 it is the identity mapping. Hence by Fact 14 G is a unitary super-
operator.. D 

Factt  16 Let a E (0,TT], 9 e (0, f] , a' 6 (-7r,7r], 9' E (0, f] , with s a rational and 
nnaa the smallest positive integer such that naa = 0 mod 2-K, and let zk be the function 
zzkk{a,9){a,9) = cos20 + sin20cos(fca). Ifzk(a, 9) = zk(a',9')t fork e { l , . . . , nQ} , then 
\a'\=aand9'\a'\=aand9' = 9. 

Thee remaining families 1la# for which {*  is rational are {R_a, RQ} , for a e [0, n], 
andd {Not^} . Let us recall that M is the CPSO that represents the Von Neumann 
measurementt in the computational basis. Since M satisfies exactly the same equa-
tionss as a, and Not0 o M satisfies exactly the same equations as Not^, for every 
4>4> E [0, 2TT), these families are not characterizable by experimental equations in one 
variable.. Nevertheless it turns out that together with the family {H^ }  they become 
characterizable.. This is stated in the following theorem. 

Theoremm 11 The family {(H^ , Not^) \tf> E [0,2-K)} c {H 0}  x {Not^}  is character-
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izedized by the experimental equations in two variables (F, G): 

(( Prob°[F(|0)(0|)] = i 
Prob°[F2(|0)<0|)]]  = l 
Prob°[F2(|l)<l|)]=0 0 

ii Prob°[G(|0)<0|)]=0 
Prob°[G(|l)<l|)]]  = l 

kk Prob°[FoGoF(|0)(0|)] = l. 

If^If^ is rational, then the family {H^ }  x a}  is characterized by the experimental 
equationsequations in two variables (F, G): 

ff  Prob°[F(|0)(0|)] =
Prob°[F2(|0)<0|)]]  = l 
Prob°[F2(|l)<l|)]=0 0 

<< Prob0[G(|0)<0|)] = l 
Prob°[G(|l)<l|)]=0 0 

Prob°[JFoGTlQoF(|0){0|)]]  = l 
ww Prob°[FoGoF(|0>(0|)] =  + §cosa. 

Proof::  By the previous theorem, H^ is characterized by the first three experimental 
equationss involving F. Because of this we know that F|0){0| corresponds to the pure 
statee |tf> = ^(|0> + e * | l ». 

Inn combination with the knowledge that G o F|0)(0| also yields the state £*, this 
tellss us that G acts as the identity on (£. Consider now the combined CPSO Not^ o G. 
Thiss operator acts as the identity on the three density matrices JO) <0|, 11) (11, <£f, which, 
followingg Lemma 13, implies that Not^ o G is indeed I2. This is only possible if G 
equalss Not^,. 

Forr the second part of the theorem, we employ a proof method of similar vein. 
Becausee F\0)(0\ = (% and FoGnao F{\0)(0\) = |0){0|, We know that Gna acts as 
thee identity on the pure state £*, and hence (using G|0}(0| = |0)(0| and G|1){1| = 
|1){1|)) that Gna is I2, which is only possible if G is unitary. The eigenvectors of the 
U(2)/U(l)) rotation associated with G are |0) and |1), and because the nQ-th power 
off  G is the identity, its two eigenvalues have to obey AQQ = A"Q. By the probability 
Prob°[FF o G o F(|0) <0|)] = \ + \ cos a it follows that Ai = A0e . Hence G equals 
RQorR_Q.. D 
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6.77 Characterization of CNot gates 

Inn this section we will extend our theory of characterization of CPSO families for 
severall  qubits. In particular, we will show that the family of CNot gates together with 
thee family {H^,}  is characterizable. First we need some definitions. 

Forr every 0 6 [0,2ir), we define CNot ,̂ as the only unitary transformation over C4 

satisfyingg CNot0(|O)|</>)) = |0}|V) andCNot0|l)|V) = |l>Not0|^>,foraU | >̂ € H2. 
Wee extend the definition of the experimental equation for CPSOs given in Equa-

tionn 6.5 for n qubits. It is an equation of the form 

ProbProbvv[F[F kikioGoGhho---oFo---oFktktoGoGltlt{\w)(w\)}{\w)(w\)} = r, (6.5) ) 

wheree in addition to the notation of Equation 6.5 v,w € {0, l } n , and Pr" is the prob-
abilityy of measuring \v){v\. For the variables F and G of Equation 6.5, we also allow 
bothh the tensor product of two CPSO variables and the tensor product of a CPSO vari-
ablee with the identity. We now state the characterization. 

Theoremm 12 The family {(H^ , CNot^)|<£ € [0,2ir)} is characterized by the experi-
mentalmental equations in two variables (F, G): 

ff  Prob°[F(|0)(0|)] = i 
Prob°[F2(|0><0|)]]  = 1 
Prob°[F2(|l)<l|)]=0 0 

Prob00 0 

Prob01 1 

Prob11 1 

Prob10 0 

Prob00 0 

Prob10 0 

Prob00 0 

Prob01 1 

,00 0 

G(|00)<00|)]]  = 1 
G(|01><01|)]]  = 1 
;G(|10)<10|)]]  = 1 

G(|11><11|)]]  = 1 

(I22 ® F) o G o (I2 ® F)(|00)<00|)] = 1 
(I22 <g> F) o G o (I2 <g) F)(|10){10|)] = 1 

(FF ® I2) o G2 o (F ® I2)(|00)<00|)] = 1 
(FF ® I2) o G2 o (F ® I2)(|01)<01|)] = 1 

P r o b0 0^^ ® F) o G o (F ® F)(|00){00|)] = 1. 

Proof::  Let F and G satisfy these equations. By Theorem 10, with a = -K and Q — \, 
thee first three equations imply that F = H^,, for some <j>  € [0, 2TT). Using Lemma 13, 
thee remaining equations imply that G2 = I4, and it follows from Fact 14 that G is a 
unitaryy CPSO. A straightforward verification then shows that indeed G = CNot .̂ 

D D 
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6.88 Robustness 
Inn this section we introduce the notion of robustness for experimental equations which 
wil ll  be the crucial ingredient for proving self-testability. From now on, {E} will al-
wayss denote a such a set of equations. 

Firstt we define the notion of the distance between a CPSO and a family of gates. 

Definitionn 18 The distance between a CPSO G and a set T of gates is defined by the 
minimization minimization 

disttr(G,.F)) := mindisttr(G?,.F). 

Forr a Euclidean metric, this distance would express the length of the shortest line 
betweenn a point and a set. We use this generalized distance to define a notion of 
'robustness'' for a set of experimental equations. 

Definitionn 19 (Robustness) Let e, S > 0, and let {E} be a set of experimental equa-
tions.tions. We say that {E} is (e, <5)-robust if whenever a CPSO G s-satisües {E}, we have 
distdisttTtT(G,J(G,Jrr{E}){E})  < 5. 

Whenn a CPSO family is characterized by a finite set of experimental equations {E}, 
onee would like to prove that {E} is robust. The next theorem shows that this is the 
casee for S G 0{el^k) with k depending on {E}. 

Theoremm 13 Let{E} be a finite satisüable set of experimental equations. Then there 
existsexists an integer k > 1 and a real C > 0 such that for all £ > 0, {E} is (e, Ce1^)-
robust. robust. 

Proof::  We will use basic notions from algebraic geometry for which we refer the 
readerr for example to [18]. In the proof, C is identified with R2. Then the set /C of 
CPSOss for a fixed number of qubits is a real compact semi-algebraic set. Suppose that 
inn {E} there are d equations. Let ƒ : K — R be the function that maps the CPSO G to 
thee maximum of the magnitudes of the difference between the probability term and the 
constantt term of the i^ equation in {E}, for i = 1 , . . ., d. By definition of ƒ, we get 
/_1(0)) = F{E}- Moreover, ƒ is a continuous semi-algebraic function, since it is the 
maximumm of the magnitudes of polynomial functions in the (real) coefficients of G. 

Lett g : K — M defined in G by g(G) = disttr(G, T{E})- Since K. is a compact 
semi-algebraicc set, g is a continuous semi-algebraic function. Moreover, for all G G /C, 
wee have f(G) = 0 if and only if g(G) = 0. Then Fact 17 concludes the proof. D 

Forr a proof of the following fact, see for example [ 18, Prop. 2.3.11]. 

Factt  17 (Lojasiewicz's inequality) Let X C Rm be a compact semi-algebraic set. 
LetLet ƒ, g : X —> R be two continuous semi-algebraic functions. Assume that for all 
xx € X, if f{x) = 0 then g(x) = 0. Then there exists an integer k > 1 and a real C > 0 
suchsuch that, for all x e X, \g(x)\k < C\f(x)\. 
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Inn some cases we can explicitly compute the constants C and k of Theorem 13. We 
wil ll  illustrate these techniques with the equations in Theorem 10 for the case a = IT 
andd 9 = ^. Let us recall that these equations characterize the set {H^} . 

Lemmaa 14 For every 0 < E < 1, the following equations are (E, 1824̂ /ï)-robust: 

Prob°[G(|0)<0|)]]  = \. Prob°[G2(|0)<0|)] = 1, and Prob°[G2(|l)<l|)j = 0. 

Proof::  Let G be a CPSO that e-satisfies the equations. First we will show there 
iss a point 7? e S with ^-coordinate 0 whose distance from G(|0}{0|) is at most 
lOv/i.. The last two equations imply that ||G2(|6){6|) - |ö){fe|||tr < 3y/ë, for b = 
0,1.. Therefore ||G2(|0)<0|) - G2(|l)<l|)||t r > 2 - ö y^ and by Fact 12 we have 
||G(|0)<0|)) -G(| l )< l | ) | |t r > 2 - 6 ^- Thus ||G(J6R6J}||a > 1 - 6 ^ , for b = 
0,1.. Let r = p( | ,a ), where G(|0)(0|) = p(p, a). The first equation implies that 
| j rr - G(|0)(0|)|j2 < 2e. Therefore, for f = T7 || T> ||2 we get ||G(|0)(0|) - pj|tr < 

lov?--
Thee point "jo*  on <S uniquely defines 0 € [0, 2-K) such that H^,(|0)(0|) = ~j?. One 

cann verify that H^1 o G acts as the identity with error at most 1 9^ on the four density 
matricess |0){0|, |1)<1|, H0(|O)(O|), and H^(|1}{1|). From Lemma 16 we conclude that 
| G - H j t r < 1 8 2 V ^.. D 

Lemmaa 15 Let G be a superoperator on M2(C). Let 0 < e < 1 be such that 
\\G(C)\\G(C) - C?Hte. \\G(G) ~ £11*. \\G(Ct) ~ ti=L < * then ||G - I2||tr < VÜe. 
Proof::  Define a four dimensional basis {&»}  for the linear space C2x2 by &i = £+, 
&22 = CJT» 3̂ = Ĉ  — Cr ^ d &4 — Cj" — CT- Any 2 x 2 complex valued matrix 
cann now be expressed as Ma — ]TV o ^, with a*  € C. This implies for the trace 
normm of the matrix ||MQ||tr > ||Ma||2 = vV i l 2 + |a2|

2 + |ar3|
2 + |a4|

2. By the as-
sumptionn of the lemma we have |j(G - I2)(&i)|| tr, ||(G - I2)(&2)||tr < E, and also 
\\{G\\{G - I2)(&3)||tr, ||(G - l2)(&4)||tr ^

 2e- Combining these bounds yields 

( | (G-I2)(M a) | |t rr < (|a1| + |Q2| + 2|a3| + 2|a4|)e. 

Wee are thus left to maximize the fraction 

| |G- I2(M Q) | |t rr < (|a1| + |t t a|+2 |a3 |+2|a4 | )g 

ll^allt rr " >/l«il2 + l«al2 + l«3|2 + |a4|
2 

overr all a*  € C. Clearly, we can assume all a-coefficients to be nonnegative reals and 
imposee the restriction ^ a2 = 1. With the use of Lagrange multipliers one can now 
provee without much effort that the above fraction cannot be bigger than y/ÏÖe (which 

iss established by the values a\ = a2 — Ĵ  and a  ̂ = a4 = A/§).

Lemmaa 16 Let u and v represent two pure qubit states (and u1- and v1 the respec-
tivetive orthogonal dual states), with |{u|^}|2 = \. IfG is a one-qubit CPSO such that 
\\G{x)\\G{x) - x\\tI <EforO<E<landallxe {«, v,uL,vL), then \G - I 2|t r < 96e. 
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Proof::  We can suppose without loss of generality that u — £+ and v = Q. Consider 
thee state p — G((y), with its three parameters x, y, z in 

1 1 
99 = 2 

11 + 2 x — \y 
xx + '\y 1 — z 

Fromm Fact 12 it follows that ||G(C+) - p\\u < IIC - Cy
+lftr = V2. By the assumption 

off  this lemma we have that ||G?(C+) - C L ^ £, and hence ||<+ - p\\tr < y/2+e. The 
samee relation holds also for the other three fixed points Q, (+, and Q. As a result, 
thee three coordinates of p have to obey the four inequalities 

xx22 + y2 + (z  l)2 and (x  l) 2 + y2 + z2 < (>/2 + s)2 < 2 + Ae (6.6) 

AA second set of restrictions on (x, t/, z) comes from the complete positivity of G. Like 
inn the proof of Lemma 13 we use the decomposition of the EPR state \I>+, to analyze 
thee two-qubit state: 

(I 2®G)(* +)) = mC®G(C) + Q®G(Q)) 
+i(C®G(C)) + C7®G(C7)) 

-è(C®G(c+)) + c;®c(c;)). 
Usingg the hypothesis, the projection of this state onto the anti-symmetrical entangled 
qubitpairr |$") = ^( |01) - |10>) yields 

Sincee G is a CPSO, as in Lemma 13 we get <$~|Ĉ  0 p\®~) < 4e. A straightfor-
wardd calculation shows that this last relation is equivalent with a restriction on the y 
coordinate:: y > 1 — 16e. 

Thiss last inequality implies y2 > 1 — 32s, which combined with the restrictions of 
Equationn 6.6, leads to the conclusion that (x  l ) 2 < 2 + As — y2 — z2 < 1 + 36e, 
andd similarly (z  l) 2 < 1 -+- 36s. The x and z coordinates of p satisfy |x|, \z\ < 18e. 
Togetherr these bounds imply 

l i G( ï ) -C l l t rr = y/x* + (y-l)* + z* < V9ÖÏE. 

Thee same result can be proved for C~. Therefore by Lemma 15 we can conclude the 
proof..

6.99 Quantum Self-Testers 
Inn this final section we formally define our testers and establish the relationship be-
tweenn robust equations and testability. The experimental oracle Ö[G] for G is a prob-
abilisticc procedure that takes inputs (6, k) € {0,1}  x N and generates outcomes from 
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thee set {0,1}  such that for every input bit b and size k 

Pi[O[G](b,k)Pi[O[G](b,k)  = 0] = Prob°[G*(|6>{6|)]. 

Ann oracle program T with an experimental oracle 0[G] is a program denoted by T°^ 
thatt can ask queries to the experimental oracle in the following sense. When T presents 
aa query (b, k) to the oracle, it receives the probabilistic outcome of 0[G] in one com-
putationall  step. A query to the experimental oracle thus captures the notion of a single 
experimentall  run of the black-box G. 

Definitionn 20 (Tester) Let T be a family of CPSOs, and let 0 < Si < S2 < 1. A 
(Si,(Si, S2)-tester for T is a probabilistic oracle program T such that for every CPSO G, 

 if distt r(G,T) < Si thenPv[T°  ̂ says PASS] > §, 

 if disttr(G, F) > 52 thenPi[T°ffi says FAIL] > §, 

wherewhere the probability is the expectation over the outcomes of the experimental oracle 
andand the internal coin tosses of the program. 

Theoremm 14 Let e, S > 0, and let {E} be a satisGable set ofd experimental equations 
suchsuch that the size of every equation is almost k. If{E}  is (ë, S)-robust then there exists 
anan (^, S) -tester for T Ê} that makes 0(dlog(d)/e2) queries. 

Proof::  We will describe a probabilistic oracle program T. Let G be a CPSO. We can 
supposee that for every equation in {E}, T has a rational number f such that \r-r\ < f, 
wheree r is the constant term of the equation. By sampling the oracle 0[G], for every 
equationn in {E}, T obtains a value p such that \p — p\ < | with probability at least 
11 - 3d' where p is the probability term of the equation. A standard Chernoff bound 
argumentt shows that this is feasible with 0(\og(d)/e2) queries for each equation. If 
forr every equation \p — f\ < y , then T says PASS, otherwise T says FAIL. Using the 
robustnesss of {E} and Lemma 17, one can verify that T is a (^, £)-tester for f^y. D 

Lemmaa 17 Let {E} be a Unite satisfiable set of experimental equations such that 
thethe size of every equation is at most k, and let G be a CPSO. For every e > 0, if 
distt r(G,F{E} )) < £ then G (ke)-satisfies {E}. 

Proof::  Let F be the CPSO in T such that disttr(G, F) < e. Then disttr(G
J, Fj) < je 

forr every j £ N. Hence, by the maximum size k of the experimental equations {E}, 
thee lemma follows.

Ourr main result is the consequence of Theorems 10, 11,12, 13, 14, and Lemma 14. 

Theoremm 15 Let T be one of the following families: 

 1lafi for(a,9) e (0,TT] X (0, | ]\{(TT , f) }  where % is rational, 
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 { (H* ,Not^€ [0 ,27r ) } f 

 {H 0}  x {R }  for % rational, 

 {(H^,CNot0)l^€[O,27r)}, 

 {(H^ , RW 4 , CNot^)|0 E [0, 2TT), s = . 

ThenThen there exists an integer k > 1 and a real C > 0 such that, for all e > 0, T has an 
(e,Cs(e,Cs1/k1/k)-tester)-tester that makes 0{l/e2) queries. Moreover, for every O < e < 1, {H^ } 
hashas an (|, 1824-y/e)-tester that makes <9(l/e2) queries. 

Notee that each triplet of the last family forms a universal and fault-tolerant set of quan-
tumm gates[26]. 


